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4 New Water Supply Projects 

This section identifies and describes water supply, storage and distribution projects evaluated as part of 
this Revised BMP.  The projects presented herein include local surface water supplies, recycling of 
treated wastewater, and importation of water from the CVP.  These projects can be combined in various 
ways with the management options described in Section 3 to develop different management strategies to 
balance water demand with sustainable water supply. 
 
While two given projects may share a common project component, the cost and yield of this component 
could vary depending upon the overall project composition. All the projects discussed in this Revised 
BMP are summarized in Table 4-1, and are described in greater detail in the subsequent sections. Project 
descriptions give a general overview of the project including location, estimated yield, water quality, 
implementation issues, and estimated costs. In the descriptions, each component is discussed at a level 
such that common components can be compared between projects.  
 
It should be noted that each project is made up of several common water supply elements: water source, 
conveyance, storage, and distribution. In many cases, one or more of these elements are not necessary. 
For example, local water projects may not have a conveyance element, and consistently reliable supplies 
may not call for a storage element. 
 
As mentioned in Section 2.8, the Coastal Distribution System (CDS) has already been identified as a 
common element of all management strategies, and is therefore being implemented. It must be 
constructed in order to supply coastal users as a part of the pumping management strategy to maximize 
the sustainable yield of the Basin. Each of the projects in this section relies upon the CDS except for the 
Murphy’s Crossing Project, which is located inland and relies on recharge and the Inland Distribution 
System (IDS). In most cases, the CDS is a part of the distribution element, while in other cases, it 
comprises the distribution element entirely.  
 
Construction cost estimates were developed for the projects based on conceptual designs.  The estimates 
were developed for guidance in project evaluation and implementation and are based on information 
available at this time.  The cost estimates include contingencies of 20% for construction, 17.5% for 
engineering, legal, administration, and permitting, and 5% for environmental and permitting.  Final costs 
will depend on actual labor and material costs, competitive market conditions, actual site conditions, final 
project scope, implementation schedule, and other variable factors.  Construction cost estimates are based 
on first quarter, 2001 price levels.   
 
Annual operation and maintenance (O & M) costs were based on the following factors: 
 

• Pipeline O & M – 1% of estimated construction cost 
• Diversion, Pump, and Filter O & M – 2.5% of estimated construction cost, plus power 

costs 
• Percolation Ponds, Injection & Extraction Wells O & M – 2% of estimated construction 

cost, plus power costs 
• Dams and Reservoirs O & M – 0.15% of estimated construction cost 
• Reverse Osmosis Treatment O & M – 5% of estimated construction cost, plus power 

costs 
• Power Cost – $0.15 per kilowatt-hour 
 

Annualized construction cost estimates were developed using an interest rate of 6% and a 30-year 
recovery period.  
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Table 4-1: Summary of New Water Supply Components 

Project Yield Implementation Issues 
Harkins Slough with Supplemental 
Wells and Connection 1,100 Diversion and Recharge Basin construction completed in 

2001. 
Coastal Distribution System  N/A  

Recycled Water Project (4,000 
AFY) 4,000 Blending with higher quality water needed to meet TDS 

goals.  $0.5 M blending facility included. 

Recycled Water Project, Southeast 
Dunes Recharge Basin (6,000 
AFY)  

6,000 Blending with higher quality water needed, RO may be 
needed for recharge.  $0.5 million blending facility included. 

Recycled Water Project, Harkins 
Slough Recharge Basin, North 
Dunes Recharge Basin 
(7,700AFY) 

7,700 Same issues as the above recycled water project. Includes 
$0.5 million blending facility. 

Murphy Crossing with Recharge 
Basins 1,600 Assumes 980 AFY of direct use.  DFG has protested project; 

NMFS has requested additional studies. 
Watsonville Slough with North 
Dunes Recharge Basin 1,200 Water rights permit and restoration of Slough required. 

College Lake, Pinto Lake 
Diversion 1,800 Water rights permit required; DFG, NMFS have protested 

project. 
Expanded College Lake, Pinto 
Lake, Corralitos Creek, 
Watsonville Slough, Harkins 
Slough, ASR 

6,700 
Same issues as above two projects, plus need water rights 
permit for Corralitos Ck. Reverse osmosis treatment may be 
needed for ASR. 

60-inch Import Water Project with 
Inland Distribution System (in lieu 
recharge) 

10,300 Requires EIR and EIS. 

54-inch Import Water Project with 
ASR 11,900 Requires EIR and EIS, includes filtration treatment cost. 

42-inch Import Water Project with 
ASR 6,900 Requires EIR and EIS, includes filtration treatment cost. 

Bolsa de San Cayetano, Pajaro 
River Diversion 5,000 Significant seismic and environmental issues. 

Seawater Desalination  Disposal of brine would pose permitting difficulties. 
Note:  See Sections 4.1 – 4.12 for additional information about data contained in Table 4-1. 
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4.1 Harkins Slough Project  

Description: 
 
Harkins Slough is a partially channelized, ephemeral waterway that originates in an area of residential 
properties north of Watsonville.  The slough flows south to its confluence with Watsonville Slough just 
east of the intersection of Dairy Road and San Andreas Road.  Historically, Harkins Slough floods during 
the winter, inundating roads and threatening railroad tracks.  To minimize flooding, the Santa Cruz 
County Public Works Department operates flood control pumps at the confluence of Harkins and 
Watsonville Sloughs.  The pumps at Harkins Slough pump water over a wall into Watsonville Slough.  
The wall prevents backflow from Watsonville Slough into Harkins Slough and reduces flooding impacts.  
The Harkins Slough Project utilizes the two existing slough flood control pumps to divert water for 
irrigation supply.   
 
The Harkins Slough Project is a common element of all water management strategies, and has been 
constructed.  The Harkins Slough Project was evaluated as a part of the Pajaro Valley Water Management 
Agency Local Water Supply and Distribution Projects Environmental Impact Report (ESA, 1999). 
Construction is scheduled for completion in fall 2001.  A map showing the location of the Harkins Slough 
Project, along with the portion of the CDS constructed to allow delivery of water developed from the 
Harkins Slough Project is included as Figure 4-1.  
 

Figure 4-1: Harkins Slough Project 

 
  
Diversion of the water will typically occur between December and May, when Slough water is available 
and of highest quality.  Slough water will be filtered and pumped to the Harkins Slough recharge basin for 
storage in the shallow groundwater aquifer.  Extraction wells are located around the recharge basin to 
supply water to the CDS during the irrigation season.  The project elements include a screened inlet 
structure, inlet pump station, wet well, filtration facility, booster pump station, recharge basin, pipelines, 
and supplemental wells.  Additional information about the project is located in the Harkins Slough Design 
Drawings (Montgomery Watson, March 2000).   
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Water Quality and Yield: 
 
The key water quality parameters of concern for this project are Total Suspended Solids (TSS), turbidity, 
and the presence of Phytophthora.  TSS and turbidity concentrations are a concern due to the potential 
clogging of the recharge basin or aquifer pores.  Therefore, filtration was required to reduce TSS and 
turbidity.  The finished water goals for TSS and turbidity are 10 mg/L and 10 NTU, respectively, with a 
maximum recommended value of 15 mg/L and 50 NTU for aquifer recharge via percolation 
(Montgomery Watson, October 1999).  As discussed in Section 2.9, the presence of Phytophthora in 
Harkins Slough water was confirmed and is of concern.   However, percolation of water into the 
groundwater basin has been shown to be an efficient Phytophthora removal mechanism (CH2M Hill, 
April 1999).    
 
The water rights permit from the SWRCB limits the maximum diversion from Harkins Slough to 2,000 
AFY.  However, the average annual yield of the project is estimated to be 1,100 AFY, due to hydrologic 
conditions, recharge basin capacity, and minimum slough flow requirements. 
 
Implementation: 
 
The Harkins Slough Project is the first supplemental water supply project constructed by the PVWMA to 
help eliminate seawater intrusion.  Environmental review, permitting, and design for this project were 
completed in 2000, and construction was completed in 2001.   
 
The PVWMA is in the process of contracting for construction of one new supplemental well, modifying 
two existing wells, and connecting these wells to the portion of the distribution system constructed with 
the Harkins Slough Project.  These three wells will be utilized to provide a supplemental supply to the 
Harkins Slough Project supply until additional supplies are developed.  At that time, the three wells will 
continue to be utilized as peaking wells for the entire CDS. 
 
Cost: 
 
The total cost of the Harkins Slough Project, as shown in Table 4-2, is $6.6 million, including a $0.5 
million CalFed grant that is pending final approval.  Estimated annual O & M for the project is $0.3 
million, including O & M for the wells and connections.  The cost for the portion of the distribution 
system constructed is included with the CDS cost estimate. 
 
The PVWMA has obtained a low-interest loan from the California State Water Resources Control Board 
for the Harkins Slough Project.  The loan is for $5 million at an effective interest rate of just less than 3 
percent, payable over 20 years.  In addition, PVWMA is awaiting final approval of a $0.5 million CalFed 
grant for this same project. 
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Table 4-2: Harkins Slough Project Cost Estimate 

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

Harkins Slough Project $7.1 
Overall Cost $7.1 

CalFed Grant ($0.5) 
Total  $6.6 

Annualized Capital Cost $0.5 
Annual O&M Cost $0.3 

Total Annualized Cost $0.8 
Average Yield (AFY) 1,100 

Unit Cost ($/AF) $708 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000. 
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4.2 Coastal Distribution System 

Description: 
 
A Coastal Distribution System (CDS) is necessary to eliminate coastal pumping and optimize the basin 
without affecting current agricultural practices in the coastal areas.  As discussed in Section 2.8, coastal 
pumping reductions would provide a hydrostatic barrier to prevent seawater intrusion and increase the 
sustainable yield of the groundwater basin, provided that a substitute water supply is available to the area.  
Since a CDS is common to all water management strategies, the PVWMA initiated a conceptual study of 
the CDS in May 2001.  The CDS was evaluated in the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local 
Water Supply and Distribution Projects Environmental Impact Report (ESA, 1999). 
 
The area to be served by the proposed CDS, shown in Figure 4-2, is based on the pumping reduction 
identified by the PVIGSM as being necessary to balance the basin.   The PVIGSM identified the need to 
eliminate 18,500 AF of coastal pumping to stop seawater intrusion.  In the coastal area this amount of 
irrigation is equivalent to approximately 8,400 to 9,000 net irrigated acres.  Initial analysis conducted for 
the CDS conceptual study has identified a service area of up to 8,960 net irrigated acres that could be 
supplied by supplemental water sources.  A preliminary design was developed identifying a net 8,960-
acre service area that would be supplied by supplemental water sources.   
 
A portion of the CDS was constructed as part of the Harkins Slough Project.  In the short term, water 
from Harkins Slough and proposed supplemental wells will provide irrigation water to this portion of the 
CDS.  In the long-term, water for the entire CDS will be provided by the various water supply projects 
that PVWMA constructs. 
 
The model results were based on a design flow rate of 75 cfs from the import pipeline (Section 4.10) and 
a delivery water pressure of 60 psi.  Model results indicated that pumping requirements in the CDS were a 
function of the import water pipeline diameter.  Construction of a 48-inch import pipeline would require 
pump stations to be construction within the CDS.  A 54-inch pipeline would also require pumping, but 
less than that required for the 48-inch pipeline.  Modeling results indicated that a 60-inch pipeline would 
not require additional pumping, as head from the Santa Clara Conduit would provide sufficient pressure 
to deliver water to the entire CDS at 60 psi.   
 
CH2M Hill completed additional modeling with EPANET in 1999.  The modeling effort included minor 
modifications from the TM 2.2 analysis such as modification of the pipeline alignments and turnouts.  
The hydraulic analysis included development and modeling of various system operating conditions 
throughout the year.   Modeling included analysis of the overall system accounting for the various 
supplemental supplies.  However, like the previous modeling, a 60-psi delivery pressure was assumed.  In 
addition, the modeling was completed assuming the 48-inch import pipeline as the selected Import 
Project.  Additional details on model results and criteria used in the analysis are contained in Hydraulic 
Analysis of Local Water Supply Conveyance Systems (CH2M Hill, February 1999).  Since 1999, grower 
input has resulted in the refinement of design criteria and the target design delivery pressure for the 
system was increased to 80 psi.  This change requires additional hydraulic modeling to confirm the 
number and location of any pump stations required to deliver water at 80 psi to growers connected to the 
CDS.  This work is presently being completed as a part of the CDS conceptual design effort.   
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Figure 4-2: Coastal Distribution System  
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The CDS consists of approximately 26 to 30 miles of pipeline ranging in diameter from 8 to 48 inches, 
and is located along the alignments shown in Figure 4-2.  To the extent possible, the distribution system 
will follow existing roadways and farm roads, and will deliver water to over 200 identified parcels in an 
area roughly bordered by Elkhorn Slough, Highway 1, Buena Vista Road, and the Pacific Ocean.  The 
alignment includes several road, river, and slough crossings, and one railroad crossing.   
 
Cost: 
 
The cost of the CDS was estimated and is shown in Table 4-3.  This cost estimate covers the entire 
distribution system even though a small portion of the CDS is already constructed to provide delivery of 
water from the Harkins Slough Project.  The cost estimate for CDS pumping was included in the Import 
Water Project cost estimate, although additional facilities may be required based on the final design of the 
CDS.   
 
Additional design details are contained in the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Water Supply 
Project, Project Definition Report (CH2M Hill, 1997). 
 

Table 4-3: Coastal Distribution System Cost Estimate 

Project Elements Cost Estimate  
($ Millions) 

Coastal Distribution System Pipelines $20.1 
Crossings $0.7 
Appurtenances $2.1 

Subtotal $22.9 
Construction Contingency $4.6 
Easements $0.4 

Total Construction Cost $27.9 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $4.9 

Subtotal $32.7 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $1.6 

Overall Total $34.4 
Annualized Construction Costs $2.5 
Annual O & M Costs $0.3 

Total Annualized Cost $2.8 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. Cost estimates based on 8,200 net irrigated acres shown in "TM 2.2 Distribution System" by CH2M Hill (February 1997) 

with costs updated to spring 2001 price level. 
3. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.   
4. Includes cost of portion of facility associated with Harkins Slough Project that is presently under construction. 
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4.3 Recycled Water (4,000 AFY) with Blending Facility  

Description: 
 
The existing Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF), located off Beach Road west of 
Watsonville as shown in Figure 4-3, is a secondary treatment plant providing service to a 21 square mile 
area within the City of Watsonville, Freedom County Sanitation District, Pajaro County Sanitation 
District, and Salsipuedes Sanitary District.  The existing treatment process train includes screening, 
primary treatment, biotowers, suspended growth aeration basin reactors, and chlorination.  Effluent 
produced by the plant is discharged into the Monterey Bay via an ocean outfall. 
 

Figure 4-3: Recycled Water with Blending Facility 

 
 
Additional treatment processes are required to produce recycled water at the WWTF.  The City of 
Watsonville, in a joint effort with the PVWMA, is currently studying various filtration and disinfection 
processes that would allow the production of recycled water suitable for unrestricted irrigation.  These 
processes include: 
 

• Microfiltration; 
• Conventional filtration (flocculation, sedimentation, granular media filtration); 
• Contact filtration (granular media filtration); 
• UV disinfection; and  
• Chlorination. 

 
Flows to the WWTF are not uniform and tend to vary both diurnally and throughout the week (RMC, 
March 2001).  In order to minimize the treatment plant capacity and maximize the use of recycled water, 
construction of equalization basins and a clearwell will be required.  Approximately 1 MG of secondary 
effluent equalization and 4 MG of clearwell storage were incorporated into all of the proposed treatment 
plant design process alternatives.  All required pumping facilities were also included. 
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In addition to the recycled water facilities, a blending facility is necessary to improve the quality of water 
delivered to growers.  Conceptually, recycled water would be delivered to the blending facility where it 
would be blended with one or more supplemental supplies and then pumped to pressure for delivery to the 
CDS.  The exact location of the blending facility has not been determined.  However, two potential 
locations for a blending facility are at the WWTF or at Highway 1 near the Pajaro River.  Operational 
blending could be achieved by construction of a blending tank or through in-line blending.   
 
A blending facility at the WWTF would utilize one of the clearwells proposed under the recycled water 
project.  The clearwell could be constructed to serve a dual purpose of a blending facility and providing 
operational storage.  A pump station would be constructed to deliver blended water to the CDS.  
 
Blending facilities at Highway 1 and the Pajaro River are currently envisioned to consist of in-line or in-
pipe blending.  This blending alternative would be implemented if an import pipeline were to be 
constructed.  Operationally, recycled water would be pumped into the pipeline where blending would 
occur prior to delivery to the first turnout in the CDS.  
  
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
The secondary effluent discharge limits specified in the discharge permit for the WWTF are summarized 
in Table 4-4.   
 

Table 4-4: Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility Discharge Limits 

Criteria Constituent Units 
30-Day 7-Day Average Daily Maximum 

Effluent Limitations 
Flow MGD Effluent Daily dry weather flow shall not exceed a monthly 

average of 12.0 MGD 
BOD5

a mg/L 25 40 85 
TSS mg/L 30 45 90 
Grease and Oil mg/L 25 40 75 
Settleable Solids mg/L 1.0 1.5 3.0 
Turbidity NTU 75 100 225 
Acute Toxicity TUa 15 2.0 2.5 
Total Coliform MPN/100 ml N/A 230 (median) 2,400 
Receiving Water Limitations (measured at shoreline) 
Fecal Coliform  MPN/100 ml 200 N/A N/A 
Footnotes: 
a. Source: City of Watsonville NPDES Permit, 1998. 
 
Though not required for permit compliance, the City of Watsonville has implemented a weekly effluent 
sampling program to determine the concentration of parameters that are of interest to potential recycled 
water users.  These data are being collected on a weekly basis during completion of the planned pilot 
study effort, which will continue through December 2001. 
 
Preliminary data indicate that the recycled water salinity is significantly higher than the irrigation water 
quality objective of 500 mg/L.  As a result, either blending of recycled water with higher quality water or 
additional treatment to further reduce the salinity is required for agricultural irrigation reuse.  A feasibility 
study is being prepared by the City of Watsonville and the PVWMA to analyze the benefits and 
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constraints of blending recycled water with various water sources including groundwater, surface water 
from local sources, CVP water, and desalination.  The expected TDS concentration of recycled water is 
between 700 – 900 mg/L.  In order to deliver a water supply with a TDS concentration of 500 mg/L or 
below, it is also expected that water must be blended with better quality water at a 2.5 to 3:1 water-to-
recycled water blend ratio (assuming a 350 mg/L or lower TDS supply as the blending source). 
 
If groundwater were to be used as a potential blending source, wells would be located in an area outside 
the coastal service area.  This is necessary in order to be consistent with pumping management measures 
to eliminate coastal pumping and thus increase the sustainable yield of the overall basin (see Section 3.2).  
The number of wells and their locations have not been finalized, but a probable location would be in an 
area to the South of the Pajaro River, east of Highway 1.  Imported water would originate from the CVP 
project.  The facilities required to deliver blended CVP water with recycled water are as described 
previously in this Section. 
 
The average influent flow to the WWTF is approximately 7 MGD, or 7,800 AFY.  However, in order to 
meet water quality objectives, the average annual yield would be limited to approximately 4,000 AFY.  
This assumes no long-term storage is available and includes limitations in daily production and water 
demand constraints.   
 
Implementation: 
 
Coordinating efforts between the PVMWA and the City of Watsonville are underway for development of 
this project.  A feasibility study is being prepared by the City of Watsonville and a pilot study is 
underway to investigate treatment and disinfection alternatives.  In addition, funding mechanisms (Title 
XVI Grant from the USBR) for the project are being identified and initial coordination steps have begun.  
Permits for operation of the recycled water facility and modification of permits for the overall WWTF 
would be required from the RWQCB. 
 
Cost: 
 
Construction of a Recycled Water Project allows the selected alterative to become eligible for Title XVI 
grant funding from the USBR.  Title XVI grant is a part of the USBR water reclamation and reuse 
program authorized by the Reclamation Wastewater and Groundwater Study and Facilities Act of 1992 
(Title XVI of Public Law [P.L.] 102-575, as amended).  Under the Reclamation Wastewater and 
Groundwater Study and Facilities Act of 1992, the USBR is authorized to participate in all of the 
authorized water recycling projects at funding levels up to 25% of the total project cost.  However, 
Section 1631 limits the Federal contribution to a maximum of $20 million (1996 dollars) per project 
(USBR website, November 2001).  Hence, the Recycled Water Project would be eligible for up to $20 
million in grant money from the USBR, based on an inclusive reclamation and reuse project consisting of 
recycled water treatment, storage, blending, and distribution facilities totaling at least $80 million.   
 
Final selection of a preferred treatment process has not been completed.  The City of Watsonville is pilot 
testing the microfiltration, contact filtration and UV disinfection processes between July and December 
2001, in order to determine the suitability of the various processes for tertiary treatment at the WWTF.   
Results of a preliminary analysis (RMC, March 2001) indicated that conventional filtration and 
chlorination provide the most cost-effective process capable of meeting Title 22 regulations for 
unrestricted reuse.  For evaluation purposes within the Revised BMP, it is assumed that the conventional 
filtration/chlorination system would be the constructed project.   
 
The estimated cost for the Recycled Water Project is summarized in Table 4-5. 
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Table 4-5: Recycled Water Project Cost Estimate (Conventional/Chlorination)  

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

Equalization Basin $1.4 
Conventional Filtration $3.5 
Chlorination $1.5 
Clearwell $3.4 
Pump Station $1.5 
Connecting Pipeline to Blending Facility $0.7 
Appurtenances $0.1 
Blending Facility & Pump Station $0.5 

Subtotal $12.5 
Construction Contingency $2.5 
Land Purchase & Right of Way Easement $0.5 

Total Construction Cost $15.5 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $2.7 

Subtotal $18.3 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $0.9 

Overall Total $19.2 
Annualized Construction Costs $1.4 
Annual O & M Costs $1.5 

Total Annualized Cost $2.9 
Annual Yield 4,000 

Unit Costs ($/AF) $714 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.  
3. Reference:  RMC, March 2001. 
 
A more detailed evaluation of the benefits and constraints of each treatment alternative are included in the 
“Recycled Water Treatment Alternatives Report” (RMC, March 2001). 
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4.4 Recycled Water Project (6,000 AFY) with Southeast Dunes 
Recharge Basin 

Description: 
 
This recycled water project is identical to that described in Section 4.3, except a portion of the recycled 
water flow would be stored in the shallow groundwater aquifer east of San Andreas Road.  The treatment 
facilities and blend facility described in Section 4.3 would be constructed along with the Southeast Dunes 
Recharge Basin.  In addition to the treatment facilities, the project would require a transmission pipeline 
connecting the WWTF to the 24-inch Harkins Slough pipeline on San Andreas Road.  The Southeast 
Dunes Recharge Basin would be located to the south of the existing Harkins Slough Recharge Basin 
shown in Figure 4-4. 
 

Figure 4-4: Recycled Water Project with Southeast Dunes Recharge Basin 

 
 
The proposed recharge basin would be used to store in the shallow groundwater aquifer approximately 
2,000 AFY of recycled water.  The basin would be adjacent to the existing Harkins Slough Recharge 
Basin.  Facilities required at the Recharge Basin include monitoring wells, extraction wells, and 
associated connecting pipelines.  Percolation of recycled water is assumed to span an 8-month period 
corresponding to the low irrigation demand period.  Percolated recycled water would be extracted via 
recovery wells for use during the irrigation season. 
 
Infiltration rates at the Southeast Dunes site have been assumed to be similar to infiltration rates at the 
Harkins Slough Recharge Basin (0.6 ft/day percolation rate).  The basin consists of a percolation area of 
approximately 14 acres, assuming a square footprint.  The depth of the basin is approximately 10 feet, 
with a side slope of 3H:1V.  In addition, a 12-foot wide maintenance road would be constructed around 
the perimeter of the basin.  The total area that the PVWMA would have to acquire is approximately 17 
acres. 
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This project would recycle more than 75 percent of the available flow from the WWTF.  This amount of 
recycling would result in a very large reduction in flow through the plant’s ocean outfall.   The outfall 
diffusers, and possibly the effluent pump station at the treatment plant, would have to be modified to 
preserve outfall performance and prevent marine encrustation of the outfall. 
 
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
Recycled water quality is discussed in Section 4.3.  As discussed, the major issue of concern is the TDS 
concentration of recycled water.  Water from the project will require blending prior to irrigation use in 
order to meet the water quality objective. 
 
The average annual yield of the overall project is 6,000 AFY, which includes 4,000 AFY of direct use and 
2,000 AFY of percolated and subsequently recovered recycled water in the Southeast Dunes Recharge 
Basin.   
 
Implementation: 
 
Implementation of the Recycled Water Project would require various funding mechanisms and 
coordination tasks, as described in Section 4.3.  In addition, various permitting and consultations with 
jurisdictional agencies such as the CCRWQCB and Department of Health Services (DHS) would be 
required for permitting of the Southeast Recharge Basin.  The recharge of recycled water is regulated by 
both CCRWQCB and DHS, and recent draft criteria (DHS, 2001) have identified potential restrictions of 
limiting recycled water percolation to a maximum blend of 50 percent recycled water.  Additional 
treatment requirements may also be placed on this application by the CCRWQCB and DHS.  These 
additional treatment requirements would likely include reverse osmosis, with microfiltration as a 
pretreatment.  Additional water supplies for blending to reduce the percentage of recycled water 
percolated to below 50% have also not been identified.  The costs for these additional measures have not 
been included in this cost estimate or project description. 
 
Another issue of concern is the quantity of recycled water utilized in the CDS area.  Under this project, 
the quality of blended water delivered would likely exceed the TDS goal of 500 mg/L, due to increased 
use of lower quality recycled water. 
 
Cost: 
 
The estimated capital cost for the Recycled Water Project with Southeast Dunes Recharge Basin (shown 
in Table 4-6) is $28.6 million, which includes a total land purchase of approximately 36 acres.  The 
estimated annual O & M costs for the facilities are $2.1 million. 
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Table 4-6: Recycled Water Project with Southeast Dunes Recharge Basin Cost 
Estimate  

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

Equalization Basin $1.4 
Conventional Filtration $3.5 
Chlorination $1.5 
Clearwell $3.4 
Pump Station $1.5 
Connecting Pipeline to Blending Facility $0.8 
Connecting Pipeline to Recharge Basin $1.1 
Southeast Dunes Recharge Basin,  
Extraction/Monitoring Wells Basin Piping 

$4.5 

Appurtenances $0.2 
Blending Facility & Pump Station $0.5 

Subtotal $18.4 
Construction Contingency $3.7 
Land Purchase & Right of Way Easements $1.1 

Total Construction Cost $23.2 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $4.1 

Subtotal $27.3 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $1.4 

Overall Total $28.6 
Annualized Construction Costs $2.1 
Annual O & M Costs $2.1 

Total Annualized Cost $4.1 
Annual Yield (AFY) 6,000 

Unit Costs ($/AF) $690 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.   
3. Reference:  RMC, March 2001. 
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4.5 Recycled Water Project (7,700 AFY) with Harkins Slough and 
North Dunes Recharge Basins 

Description: 
 
This project maximizes the use of recycled water by combining the Recycled Water Project and blending 
facility with the Harkins Slough and the North Dunes Recharge Basins to provide seasonal storage of 
recycled water.  The project would utilize the existing Harkins Slough Recharge Basin and the proposed 
North Dunes recharge basin.  This North Dunes basin would be located approximately 1,500 ft southwest 
of the intersection of Sunset Beach Road and San Andreas Road.  The use of the Harkins Slough recharge 
basin is contingent on development of an alternative storage element for Harkins Slough diversions.  The 
project includes construction of a 36-inch transmission pipeline connecting the WWTF to the 24-inch 
Harkins Slough transmission pipeline on San Andreas Road and a conveyance pipeline extending from 
the Harkins Slough pipeline west and north to the North Dunes site.  In addition, monitoring wells, 
extraction wells, associated pipelines, and appurtenances would be constructed at the North Dunes 
Recharge Basin.   
 
The project attempts to maximize use of recycled water, and assumes maximum recycled water 
production at the WWTF.  In order to maximize yield, percolation of the full production of recycled water 
is necessary.  With average plant flow of 7 MGD (4,900 gpm) and a Harkins Slough recharge basin 
capacity of 3,100 gpm, the required average percolation at the North Dunes recharge basin is 1,800 gpm.   
The average percolation rate at the North Dunes Site is approximately 0.32 ft/day (CH2M Hill, February 
1999).  The North Dunes Recharge Basin would have a 25-acre percolation area.  Assuming a depth of 10 
ft, side slopes of 3H:1V, and a 12 ft maintenance road around the perimeter of the basin the total area of 
the basin would be approximately 30 acres.  Extraction wells would be located around the perimeter of 
the recharge basin.  The location of these facilities is shown in Figure 4-5. 
 
This project would recycle nearly all of the available flow from the WWTF.  This amount of recycling 
would result in only minimum flow through the plant’s ocean outfall.   The outfall diffusers, and possibly 
the effluent pump station at the treatment plant, would have to be modified to preserve outfall 
performance and prevent marine encrustation of the outfall. 
 
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
The expected water quality from the WWTF is discussed in Section 4.3.   
 
The annual yield of the project is approximately 7,700 AFY including 4,000 AFY of direct use and 
storage of 3,700 AFY in the Harkins Slough and North Dunes Recharge Basins. 
 
Implementation: 
 
As previously discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, funding and permitting are the two major 
implementation issues for construction of the Recycled Water components and the North Dunes Recharge 
Basin.  In addition, percolation of recycled water at the Harkins Slough Recharge Basin would likely 
require additional permitting from DHS and the RWQCB, as discussed in Section 4.3.  It is repeated here 
for clarity.   
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Figure 4-5: Recycled Water Project with Harkins Slough and North Dunes Recharge 
Basin 

 
 
 
The recharge of recycled water is regulated by the DHS, and recent draft criteria (DHS, 2001) have 
identified potential restrictions in the ability of this use to meet water quality and operational 
requirements.  Additional treatment requirements would likely be reverse osmosis, which would probably 
require microfiltration as a pretreatment.  Additional water supplies for blending to reduce the percentage 
of recycled water percolated to below 50% have not yet been identified.  The costs for these additional 
measures have not been included in this cost estimate or project description. 
 
An additional concern is the quantity of recycled water utilized.  Without additional treatment or 
blending, the delivered water to the growers would have TDS values exceeding the water quality 
objective of 500 mg/L, among other constituents.  This would limit crop yield and production in the 
Pajaro Valley.  
 
Cost: 
 
The estimated capital cost for the Recycled Water Project and North Dunes Recharge Basin (shown in 
Table 4-7) is $34.4 million, which includes the land purchase of approximately 45.5 acres.  The estimated 
cost excludes the cost of the existing Harkins Slough recharge basin.  The estimated annual O & M costs 
for the facilities are $1.9 million. 
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Table 4-7: Recycled Water Project with Harkins Slough and North Dunes Recharge 
Basin Cost Estimate  

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

Equalization Basin $1.4 
Conventional Filtration $3.5 
Chlorination $1.5 
Clearwell $3.4 
Pump Station $1.5 
Connecting Pipeline between Recharge Basins $0.8 
Connecting Pipeline from WWTF to Existing Harkins Slough Pipeline $1.8 
North Dunes Recharge Basin, Extraction/Monitoring Wells, Basin Piping $5.5 
Appurtenances $0.3 
Blending Facility & Pump Station $0.5 

Subtotal $20.1 
Construction Contingency $4.0 
Land Purchase & Right of Way Easements $1.4 

Total Construction Cost $25.5 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $4.5 

Subtotal $30.0 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $1.5 
Harkins Slough Recharge Basin/Wells/Pipelines (Existing) $2.9 

Overall Total $34.4 
Annualized Construction Costs $2.5 
Annual O & M Costs $1.9 

Total Annualized Cost $4.4 
Annual Yield 7,700 

Unit Costs ($/AF) $567 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. Reference:  RMC, March 2001. 
3. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.   
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4.6 Murphy Crossing with Recharge Basins 

Description: 
 
The Murphy Crossing project would divert water from the Pajaro River between December and May, 
when Pajaro River water quality is within an acceptable range and streamflows are above the required 
minimum necessary to maintain steelhead habitat.  An infiltration gallery located upstream of the Murphy 
Crossing Bridge would capture water for transportation to four recharge basins located in an unfilled 
section of an old stream channel to the north of the Murphy Road and Highway 129 intersection.  During 
the irrigation season, this water would be extracted and delivered to agricultural users through the IDS.  In 
addition, a portion of the diverted water could be utilized directly through the IDS.  
 
The recharge basins would have a total area of 8.7 acres.  Percolation rates for the basins range from 1.7 
ft/day for basins 1, 2 and 3 to 0.56 ft/day for basin 4 (CH2M Hill, August 2000).  The project also 
includes an infiltration gallery pump station, recovery wells, monitoring wells, and a connector pipeline 
from the infiltration gallery to the recharge basins.  For additional details on this project element, see 
Murphy Crossing Recharge and Distribution System 30% Design (CH2M Hill, August 2000).  The 
proposed locations of project facilities are shown in Figure 4-6, along with a portion of the IDS that could 
be constructed to deliver water to local farmers.  With the exception of the infiltration gallery, which 
would be located in the Pajaro River, all of the proposed facilities would be located in areas currently in 
agricultural production. 
 

Figure 4-6: Murphy Crossing Project 
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Water Quality and Yield: 
 
The key water quality parameters of concern are TDS and Phytophthora.  The expected TDS 
concentration of Pajaro River water is above the water quality objective of 500 mg/l.  High TDS 
concentrations affect growth and crop production of sensitive crops such as strawberries and raspberries.  
Additional treatment or blending with higher quality water may be necessary to meet the RWQCB TDS 
objective.  Phytophthora, similar to the Harkins Slough Project, can be removed by the percolation of 
water into the groundwater basin (CH2M Hill, April 1999).  Water from the Pajaro River would be 
diverted with an infiltration galley, which may provide adequate Phytophthora removal allowing for 
direct use.  However, if Phytophthora are not removed, it is assumed that either a special water treatment 
method could be implemented for removal of the pathogen, or delivery could be coordinated to ensure 
local strawberry farmers do not directly use Pajaro River water.  The feasibility of either strategy is not 
fully known. 
 
Based on USGS flow estimates at the Chittenden gage station (located on the Pajaro River just upstream 
of Murphy Crossing), it was estimated that the project's average annual available yield from the river 
would be 1,600 AFY.  The analysis assumed a maximum diversion flow rate of 16 cfs.  Based on 
percolation rates and basin size, the recharge limit of the project is approximately 620 AFY.  The 
remaining yield of 980 AFY will be utilized directly for irrigation purposes, as discussed above.  
Additional details on the hydrologic evaluation are described in the Impact of Revised Flow Depth 
Criterion for Pajaro River on Murphy Crossing Project (CH2M Hill, February 1999) and Murphy 
Crossing Recharge and Distribution System 30% Design (CH2M Hill, August 2000).   
 
Implementation: 
 
The PVWMA has taken some steps to implement the Murphy Crossing Project.  The Murphy Crossing 
Project was evaluated as a part of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local Water Supply and 
Distribution Projects Environmental Impact Report (ESA, 1999).  The PVWMA has certified the EIR for 
the Murphy Crossing Project.  An application for a water right was submitted to the SWRCB in 1995.  
However, protests by the Department of Fish and Game (DFG) over fishery and maintenance concerns 
have delayed the permitting process.  The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and DFG have 
requested that additional investigations be undertaken to evaluate the sediment characteristic of the 
proposed infiltration gallery. 
 
Cost: 
 
The overall cost for the Murphy Crossing supply project is approximately $6.6 million including the cost 
of the connecting pipeline from the infiltration gallery to the recharge basins.  This estimate does not 
include the cost of any portions of the inland distribution system or the potential water treatment facilities 
to remove Phytophthora to allow for direct use of Pajaro River water.  The estimated annual operations 
and maintenance costs are $0.2 million.  A summary of costs is included as Table 4-8.   
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Table 4-8: Murphy Crossing Project Cost Estimate  

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

Infiltration Gallery & Pump Station $0.8 
Recharge Basin & Basin Piping $0.9 
Recovery Wells $1.2 
Monitoring Wells $0.4 
Connecting Pipeline from Diversion to Recharge Basin $0.6 

Subtotal $3.9 
Construction Contingency $0.8 
Land Purchase & Right of Way Easements $0.6 

Total Construction Cost $5.3 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $0.9 

Subtotal $6.2 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $0.3 

Overall Total $6.6 
Annualized Construction Costs $0.5 
Annual O & M Costs $0.2 

Total Annualized Cost $0.7 
Annual Yield (AFY) 1,600 

Unit Cost ($/AF) $436 
Notes:  
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. Rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000. 
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4.7 Watsonville Slough with North Dunes Recharge Basin 

Description: 
 
The Watsonville Slough project would divert Watsonville Slough water during December to May for 
storage in the shallow groundwater aquifer.  The stored water would be pumped and delivered to the CDS 
during high demand periods.  Required facilities include construction of a diversion structure with a 
screened inlet, inlet pump station, wet well, filtration facility, a 7,500-gpm booster pump station, recharge 
basin, and pipelines.  A map of the facilities is shown in Figure 4-7.  The pump station would be 
constructed on the north bank of Watsonville Slough just west of the Harkins Slough confluence. 
  

Figure 4-7: Watsonville Slough Project 

 
 
Diverted water from Watsonville Slough would be filtered, pumped to the recharge site, and then stored 
in the shallow groundwater aquifer at the proposed North Dunes Recharge Basin.  The North Dunes 
Recharge Basin would have a 25-acre percolation area.  Assuming a depth of 10 ft, side slopes of 3H:1V, 
and a 12 ft maintenance road around the perimeter of the basin, the total area of the basin would be 
approximately 29.5 acres.  The Watsonville Slough facilities would be connected to the existing 24-inch 
Harkins Slough Pipeline to convey water to the recharge basins.  A pipeline extension would connect the 
existing pipeline at the Harkins Slough Recharge Basin to the North Dunes Recharge Basin.  Recovery 
wells would be constructed around the recharge basin to extract water during the irrigation season.   
 
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
Raw water from the slough typically exhibits TSS and turbidity concentrations higher than those typically 
required for percolation.  To avoid clogging the recharge basin, filtration will be needed to reduce the 
TSS to acceptable levels, and to achieve a turbidity level of less than 10 NTU (Montgomery Watson, 
October 1999).  Similar to other surface waters in the Pajaro Valley, Phytophthora is a major concern in 
Watsonville Slough water.  However, percolation of water into the groundwater basin has been shown to 
be an efficient Phytophthora removal mechanism (CH2M Hill, April 1999).    
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Watsonville Slough is a hydrologically dependent supply and the average project yield is estimated to be 
1,200 AFY.  The maximum yield of the Slough is assumed to be approximately 2,000 AFY. 
 
Implementation: 
 
Prior to construction of the Watsonville Slough Project, the PVWMA will need to obtain a water rights 
permit from the SWRCB.  The CCRWQCB has indicated that they would seek restoration of Watsonville 
Slough as a mitigation for the PVWMA diverting water.   
 
Cost: 
 
The estimated capital cost for Watsonville Slough Project is $6.6 million, including costs for land 
purchase and pipeline, but not including slough restoration costs.  The estimated annual O & M costs for 
the facilities are $0.1 million.  Watsonville Slough costs are summarized in Table 4-9.   

Table 4-9: Watsonville Slough Cost Estimate 

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

Watsonville Slough Diversion, Pumps, & Piping $0.4 
7,500 gpm Pump & Filters $0.8 
Recharge Basin with recovery wells, monitoring wells $1.8 
24-inch Pipeline to/from HS pipeline $0.8 
Fittings, Valves, etc. $0.1 

Subtotal $3.8 
Construction Contingency $0.8 
Land Purchase & Right of Way Easements $0.8 

Total Construction Cost $5.3 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $0.9 

Subtotal $6.2 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $0.3 

Overall Total $6.6 
Annualized Construction Costs $0.5 
Annual O & M Costs $0.1 

Total Annualized Cost $0.6 
Annual Yield (AFY) 1,200 

Unit Cost ($/AF) $498 
 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. Reference:  Earles, February 2001. 
3. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.   
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4.8 College Lake Project with Pinto Lake Diversion 

Description: 
 
College Lake is a seasonal water body in a fault-controlled depression located to the north of Holohan 
Road and west of Highway 152, near the St. Francis Cemetery.  A map of the lake is shown in Figure 4-8.  
The lake captures runoff from an 11,000-acre watershed during the winter (CH2M Hill, February 2000).  
The College Lake Reclamation District was formed in the early 1900's by landowners impacted by 
College Lake flooding.  The Reclamation District owns and operates the existing headgate and pumps 
used to drain the lake.  The pumps operate to drain College Lake by pumping the impounded water over 
the headgate into Salsipuedes Creek, which then converges with Corralitos Creek and eventually the 
Pajaro River.   

Figure 4-8: College Lake with Pinto Lake Project 
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The existing headgate and weir elevation of 60.2 ft (Datum: NAVD88) results in the seasonal inundation 
of approximately 260 acres of land, with an overall storage capacity of approximately 1,400 AF.  Under 
existing operations, pumping of College Lake water begins in April and is normally completed by May.  
Once drained, the lake bottom is planted for farming. 
 
The College Lake Project includes a new adjustable height headgate/weir structure constructed 
downstream from the existing headgate.  The new headgate would be designed to increase the maximum 
storage level of the lake by 2.3 feet, to a new maximum elevation of 62.5 feet.  This would increase the 
total storage capacity of the lake from approximately 1,400 AF to approximately 2,000 AF, and increase 
the total inundated area from approximately 260 acres to approximately 300 acres (CH2M Hill, March 
1999).  The project would require purchase of a flood easement on the 40 additional acres that would be 
flooded annually.  The project would also include construction of a screened inlet structure, a filter pump 
station, sand filtration, booster pump station, a new outlet weir structure, and pipelines.   
 
The operating schedule of College Lake diversions would be based on diverting and pumping water 
stored in the lake to the coastal distribution service areas.  The system's general operating period would be 
from December through mid-June, when runoff water is present in College Lake.  The operating schedule 
would vary from year to year and would be based on the rainfall, other available supplies and irrigation 
demand.  In general, the lake would be pumped down slowly during February and March, with increased 
pumping during May and June corresponding to increased irrigation demand.  Additional information 
about the conceptual design can be located in the technical memoranda Operational Conflicts for College 
Lake System and Suggested Conservation Measures to Protect Steelhead, (CH2M Hill, March 1999) and 
Local-Only Water Supply Alternative Evaluation (RMC, May 2001). 
 
In addition to the aforementioned College Lake facilities, a diversion from the Pinto Lake drainage 
channel would divert additional water supplies into College Lake.  Pinto Lake drains by gravity through a 
concrete conduit to a drainage channel, which ultimately discharges into Salsipuedes Creek south of 
College Lake.  The Pinto Lake diversion and associated pipeline alignment would divert water from the 
drainage channel to College Lake as shown in Figure 4-8.  The diversion structure within the Pinto Lake 
drainage channel would divert water into a 24-inch conveyance pipeline from the diversion to College 
Lake.  Water conveyed by the Pinto Lake diversion would flow into College Lake by gravity.  Additional 
project details can be located in the Local-Only Water Supply Alternative Evaluation (RMC, May 2001). 
 
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
Although College Lake water quality data are limited, available data suggest that constituent 
concentrations vary seasonally.  This is likely due to the seasonal nature of the water body.  During the 
first storm events of the season, runoff collected in College Lake exhibits high levels of TDS, nitrates, and 
other pollutants. High nitrate concentrations are typically observed during the beginning of the rainy 
season with lower concentrations occurring through the rainy season.  Water quality data indicates that 
nitrate concentrations in College Lake range from 0.3 to 20.3 mg/L N.  It is assumed that diversions from 
College Lake would occur after the initial runoff has occurred and sufficient dilution has taken place.  
Therefore, additional water treatment is not required to control nitrates or TDS as water is expected to 
meet the irrigation water quality objectives. 
 
An additional water quality parameter of concern is the presence of Phytophthora.  College Lake collects 
runoff from several nearby farm fields.  If Phytophthora is present in the fields, storm water runoff is a 
potential transport mechanism for Phytophthora.  In a study performed in 1995, Phytophthora was found 
in College Lake (CH2M Hill, April 1999).  Water captured in College Lake is proposed to undergo 
pressurized sand filtration prior to distribution.  The filters and pump station will be located to the south 
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of College Lake on the west bank of Salsipuedes Creek.  It is unclear whether Phytophthora can be 
effectively removed by filtering contaminated water through a pressurized sand media filter.  Therefore, 
an alternative treatment process not included in this project description may need to be developed in order 
to remove Phytophthora.   
 
There is limited water quality data available for Pinto Lake.  However, after an initial flush downstream 
to Salsipuedes Creek that would be not be utilized as a water supply, the average TDS of Pinto Lake 
water is expected to be in the 280 to 300 mg/L range, based on PVWMA samples collected between 1994 
and 1999 (Earles, October 2000).  Additionally, due to the Pinto Lake's support of vibrant bird habitats, 
Pinto Lake water quality contains fecal bacterial concentrations higher than most other sources. 
 
Based on hydrologic modeling, the potential annual average runoff into College Lake was estimated to be 
4,700 AF (RMC, May 2001).   However, it should be noted that the actual yield of the project would 
likely be lower due to storage constraints and mitigation measures.  Preliminary discussions with CDF 
and NMFS have identified a flow requirement of at least 2 cfs to Salsipuedes Creek for fishery concerns.  
With a storage capacity of 2,000 AF, the estimated annual yield of the project is 1,800 AF after 
incorporating these concerns. 
 
Implementation: 
 
The PVWMA submitted a water rights application to the SWRCB in 1995 for diversion and storage at 
College Lake. The College Lake Project was included in the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
Local Water Supply and Distribution Projects Environmental Impact Report (ESA, 1999).  However, like 
the Murphy Crossing Project, protests by the DFG and NMFS have slowed the permitting process.  
Fishery concerns have been the main issue of protest, since College Lake is an identified habitat for 
Steelhead (Oncorhynchus Mykiss), a federally listed endangered species.  The proposed operation plan for 
the College Lake Project conflicts with migration periods of adult and smolt Steelhead.  In addition, 
mitigation measures such as increasing fish passage and supplying more water to Salsipuedes Creek 
would reduce the yield of the project and increase costs. 
 
College Lake is also a potential location of a future Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) flood control 
project.  If the ACOE proceeds with a flood control project, PVWMA’s College Lake project may need to 
be modified to allow for flood storage in conjunction with water supply operations. 
 
For the Pinto Lake diversion, the PVWMA will need to secure a water rights permit from the SWRCB.  
In addition, the PVMWA will need to coordinate with the DFG and NMFS to identify impacts to the flow 
in Salsipuedes Creek as reduced runoff from Pinto Lake could impact Salsipuedes Creek.   
 
Cost: 
 
The estimated capital cost for the College Lake Project and the Pinto Lake Diversion is $14.1 million, 
including purchase of approximately 40 acres of flood easement.  The estimated Annual O & M costs for 
the facilities are $0.3 million.  College Lake and Pinto Lake Project costs are summarized in Table 4-10. 
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Table 4-10: College Lake with Pinto Lake Diversion Project Cost Estimate 

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

College Lake Headgate, Diversion Pumps, & Pinto Lake Diversion $1.3 
College Lake Filter Facilities & Pumps $3.0 
24-inch Pipeline to Import Pipeline $3.7 
Pipeline Appurtenances $0.4 
Environmental Habitat Mitigation $1.0 

Subtotal $9.3 
Construction Contingency $1.9 
Land Purchase & Right of Way Easements $0.3 

Total Construction Cost $11.5 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $2.0 

Subtotal $13.5 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $0.7 

Overall Total $14.1 
Annualized Construction Costs $1.0 
Annual O & M Costs $0.3 

Total Annualized Cost $1.3 
Annual Yield (AFY) 1,800 

Unit Cost ($/AF) $720 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. Reference: Earles, February 2001. 
3. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.   
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4.9 Expanded College Lake Project with Pinto Lake, Corralitos 
Creek, Harkins Slough, Watsonville Slough Diversions, and 
Aquifer Storage and Recovery 

Description: 
 
This project would build and expand upon the College Lake project described in Section 4.8.  The 
Expanded College Lake Project would increase the total storage capacity of College Lake to 4,600 AF, 
would increase the number of water supplies stored in College Lake, and would add a seasonal storage 
component.  In addition to Pinto Lake, new diversions to College Lake would include Corralitos Creek, 
Harkins Slough, and Watsonville Slough. An Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) component would 
maximize capture of surface water. The following paragraphs discuss the details of the new elements 
necessary for the project, and refer the reader to previous sections for details on the projects already 
discussed. 
 
The Expanded College Lake project would include a main earth dam, saddle dam, outlet works, spillway, 
pump station, and treatment facilities.  The project would increase the maximum lake elevation from 60 ft 
to 69 ft, and would lead to inundation of approximately 420 acres of land, an increase of 160 acres from 
existing conditions (King, January 2000).  The pump station, filtration facilities, and pretreatment 
facilities would be located to the south of the dam, adjacent to Salsipuedes Creek.    
 
Figure 4-9 shows the approximate location of main dam and saddle dam required to construct the 
Expanded College Lake Project.  The main dam would be constructed mainly on farmland, and would 
have an approximate footprint of 225 ft by 2200 ft.  The saddle dam has an approximate footprint of 225 
ft by 600 ft.  The conceptual design of the main and saddle dam consist of a 40 ft wide crest at elevation 
of 79 ft, embankment slopes at 3:1 (H:V), a 25-foot wide berm at 74 ft, and embankment slopes at 3:1 
(H:V) to the existing grade.  The lowest existing tie-in grade is elevation 57 ft.  The crest elevation of 79 
ft provides a 10 ft of freeboard above the normal maximum water surface.   
 
The dams would require approximately 160,000 cubic yards (CY) of borrow material from the lake 
bottom (100,000 CY) and a local rock quarry (60,000 CY) (RMC, May 2001).  Filter zones, drain zones, 
and riprap in the dam would be constructed with material for a local rock quarry.  For additional details 
on project element see Evaluation of College Lake and Bolsa de San Cayetano Project (King, January 
2000). 
 
The outlet works and spillway would be located on the easterly abutment near St. Francis Cemetery.  The 
spillway consists of a 50 ft wide by 165 ft long ogee crest structure, set at an elevation of 69 ft.  The outlet 
works consist of a 4.5 ft by 4.5 ft hydraulically operated slide gate, 4.5 ft diameter steel lined reinforced 
concrete conduit, 4.5 ft by 4.5 ft power operated control gate, and outlet channel (King, January 2000). 
 
The Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversion projects would divert water into College Lake for later 
treatment and injection/extraction (ASR) for seasonal storage.  The Corralitos Creek diversion would 
route water into the Pinto Lake drainage channel near Green Valley Road.   The Pinto Lake diversion 
would then divert both Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake water from the Pinto Lake drainage channel into 
College Lake.  The Corralitos Creek diversion would be located to the west of College Lake and north of 
the Watsonville airport.  The Pinto Lake diversion is identical to the one discussed in Section 4.8.   
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Figure 4-9: Expanded College Lake Dam with Pinto Lake, Corralitos Creek, Harkins 
Slough, Watsonville Slough, and Aquifer Storage and Recovery   

 
 
The Corralitos Diversion project includes a pump station and a 24-inch diameter conveyance pipeline 
from the diversion to the Pinto Lake drainage channel.  The Corralitos Creek diversion will require a 
pump station adjacent to the diversion facilities.  The total area impacted by the diversion structure and 
the pump station is an approximate 50 ft by 100 ft footprint.  Additional project details can be found in 
the Local-Only Water Supply Alternative Evaluation (RMC, May 2001). 
 
The Harkins Slough and Watsonville Slough diversions are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.7, 
respectively.  However, this project would divert Harkins Slough and Watsonville Slough water to the 
College Lake filter facility in a 30-inch diameter pipeline extending from the confluence of the two 
Sloughs to the College Lake treatment plant.  The Harkins Slough and North Dunes recharge basins 
would instead receive water from the WWTF (Section 4.5).  All of the surface water supplies (except 
recycled water) would be collected and stored in College Lake.  Water would be pumped from College 
Lake to a treatment facility for coagulation and filtration.  Following treatment, water would be conveyed 
in a separate pipeline to an injection/extraction well field (ASR) located along the pipeline alignment 
between College Lake and Harkins Slough.   
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ASR is an alternative identified for seasonal or temporary storage of surface water supplies.  The project 
would inject surface water in the groundwater aquifer during the winter months and then extract the water 
during the irrigation season.  Modeling has indicated that the injected water would have limited vertical 
and horizontal movement within the aquifer.  The ASR project, as evaluated in the Local-Only Water 
Supply Alternative Evaluation (RMC, May 2001), would supplement surface water storage at College 
Lake, allowing for increased capture and use of the surface supply projects identified above.   
 
The ASR well field would be located along the dual pipeline alignment between the sloughs and College 
Lake.  The pipeline alignment, as shown in Figure 4-9, would be approximately seven miles long, 
extending from the Harkins and Watsonville Slough Filtration Facilities along existing field roads to 
Airport Blvd. and Highway 1.  The pipeline would then travel along the north side of the Watsonville 
Airport property to Freedom Blvd, and then parallel Corralitos Creek and Holohan Road to College Lake. 
This route would include major microtunnel sections at both ends of the airport property to cross under 
Highway 1 and streets and houses at Freedom Blvd.  One pipeline would be dedicated to conveying water 
from the College Lake filter facility to the injection wells and would consist of multiple diameters.  The 
second pipeline would serve a dual purpose of conveying water from the sloughs to College Lake during 
the winter and then delivering water from the injection wells and College Lake to the CDS during the 
irrigation season. 
 
The ASR project includes 30 injection/extraction wells and would inject all the identified surface water 
supply sources at a rate of up to 5,400 AFY, between December and March.  The injection wells would 
then be used for extraction between April and October.  Rates of injection were estimated to be 500 gpm 
per well, while extraction rates could range from 500 to 1,000 gpm.  Based on aquifer testing and 
computer modeling, the injection/extraction wells would need to be spaced approximately 2,000 ft apart 
to eliminate adverse mounding and drawdown impacts.   
 
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
College Lake and Pinto Lake water quality is discussed in Section 4.8.  Harkins Slough and Watsonville 
Slough water quality are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.7, respectively.  Expected yield from the sloughs 
in conjunction with the Expanded College Lake Project is 2,300 AFY. 
 
Corralitos Creek water quality data was collected from the Corralitos Filter Plant.  Water quality data are 
limited, though monthly TDS and TSS data are available between 1998 and 2001.  The presence of 
Phytophthora in Corralitos Creek has been identified as the major constituent of concern.  Based on 
hydrologic modeling and Pinto Lake drainage area, the estimated yields of the Corralitos Creek and Pinto 
Lake diversions are 650 and 550 AFY, respectively.  However, this water requires capture and storage, 
and yield may potentially be reduced due to storage or operational limitations.  A total minimum flow 
contingency of 5 cfs for the Corralitos Creek diversions was built into the model for assumed fishery and 
water quality requirements.   
 
Injection water for ASR will consist of a blend of tributary runoff to College Lake and the 
aforementioned surface water diversions.  Therefore, injection water quality will be a function of 
operations, the proportion of water from each source, and timing of diversions.  Water quality is a major 
concern due to the potential impacts of ASR to existing potable groundwater supplies.  Depending on the 
source of injection supplies, nitrate, aluminum, manganese, and salinity are of concern due to the anti-
degradation policy of the RWQCB.  In addition, Phytophthora is present in all of the proposed water 
supplies.   
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The Expanded College Lake Project would facilitate storage and utilization of surface water above that of 
the original College Lake Project concept.  Hydrologic modeling of the Project included an analysis of 
water use and pumping from the reservoir.  Model results indicate that the Expanded College Lake would 
typically be empty between June/July and October/November under the likely operations.  The College 
Lake tributary area produces an average annual runoff of 4,700 AF, but the need for an estimated 
minimum fish release of 2 cfs and limitations on storage, the estimated yield is approximately 3,200 AFY.  
With the additional 2,300 AFY from the sloughs and 1,200 AFY from Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake, 
the total yield of this project is estimated to be 6,700 AFY.   The inundated College Lake land would be 
available for one crop rotation during this period if suitable soil conditions remain (RMC, May 2001). 
 
Implementation: 
 
The implementation issues for the Expanded College Lake Project include those discussed in Section 4.8.  
In addition, coordination efforts with the Division of Safety of Dams are necessary to secure permits for 
dam construction.  
 
Implementation of the Watsonville Slough diversion was previously discussed in Section 4.7.  
 
Implementation of the Corralitos Creek diversion requires attainment of a water rights permits from the 
SWRCB.  In addition, coordination efforts with the DFG and NMFS would be required for the Corralitos 
Creek diversion, which is listed as habitat for Steelhead (Oncorhynchus Mykiss), an endangered species.   
 
Due to potential impacts to potable water supplies, ASR could face opposition from the CCRWQCB and 
DHS.  As a result, it may be necessary to implement additional water treatment measures over those 
assumed in the costs presented below.  These may include reverse osmosis treatment at a centralized 
facility to remove nitrates, aluminum, arsenic, iron, and/or manganese from the water to be injected.  
Preliminary estimates indicate that the facility size and cost could be 21.7 MGD and $12.0 million, 
respectively.  However, this cost is not included in the project cost estimate at this time since no definitive 
direction has been received from either the CCRWQCB or DHS at this time. 
 
Cost: 
 
The estimated capital cost for the Expanded College Lake Project, Pinto Lake, Corralitos Creek, Harkins 
Slough, Watsonville Slough Diversions, and the ASR project is $73.9 million, including land purchase of 
420 acres (60 acres already owned by the PVWMA) for the reservoir.  The estimated annual O & M costs 
for the facilities are $1.2 million.  Cost estimates are summarized in Table 4-11. 
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Table 4-11: Expanded College Lake Project with Pinto Lake, Corralitos Creek, 
Harkins Slough, Watsonville Slough, and ASR Cost Estimate 

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

College Lake Dam, Dike, Spillway, Outlet Works $7.8 
College Lake Filter Facilities & Pump Station $3.0 
College Lake Pretreatment Facilities $2.0 
Road & Utility Relocation $1.1 
Watsonville Slough Diversion, Filter, & Pumps $1.2 
Pinto Lake Diversion $0.4 
Corralitos Creek Diversion $2.6 
ASR – Injection & Extraction  
  Injection/Extraction Wells $8.3 
  Monitoring Wells $0.3 
  Pipelines for Injection $5.4 
Pipeline Sloughs to College Lake Pretreatment $7.9 

Subtotal $39.9 
Construction Contingency $8.0 
Land Purchase $7.6 
Flood Easements $0.7 

Total Construction Cost $56.2 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $9.8 

Subtotal $66.0 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $3.3 
Harkins Slough Diversion, Filters, Pump Station $4.2 
Harkins Slough Wells and Connections $0.9 
Harkins Slough CalFed Grant ($0.5) 

Overall Total $73.9 
Annualized Construction Cost $5.4 
Annual O & M Cost $1.2 

Total Annualized Cost $6.6 
Annual Yield (AFY) 6,700 

Unit Cost ($/AF) $982 
Notes: 
1. PVWMA already owns 60 acres of the Expanded College Lake area, which would not have to be purchased. 
2. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.  
3. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
4. Reference:  King, January 2000. 
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4.10 Import Water Project – Central Valley Project (CVP) with 
Various Storage Alternatives 

General Description: 
 
CVP Water is conveyed from the Delta of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers through the Delta-
Mendota Canal to O'Neill Forebay.  The water is then pumped into San Luis Reservoir and diverted 
through the Pacheco Tunnel and the Pacheco Pumping Plant.  At the pumping plant, the water is lifted to 
the high-level section of Pacheco Tunnel.  The water flows through the tunnel and, without additional 
pumping, through the Pacheco Conduit to the bifurcation of the Santa Clara and Hollister Conduits, 
located east of Gilroy and north of San Benito. The water is then conveyed throughout the San Felipe 
service areas for irrigation and municipal uses (USBR, San Felipe website).  CVP water deliveries to 
these areas began in 1987. 
 
The San Felipe Division, which is operated by the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), was 
constructed with a provision to serve CVP water to the Pajaro Valley.  However, no facilities were ever 
constructed to connect the Pajaro Valley to the CVP.  The Import Water project would connect a pipeline 
to the Santa Clara Conduit to import CVP water into the Pajaro Valley.  The alignment of the import 
pipeline is shown in Figure 4-10.  The facilities required include a 23-mile pipeline connecting the Santa 
Clara Conduit to the proposed CDS, and associated appurtenances.  It is expected that water supplied to 
Pajaro Basin via the CVP can be delivered to the CDS with the existing pressure in the Santa Clara 
Conduit.  A 36-inch turnout for PVWMA exists on the CVP pipeline east of Gilroy, north of Highway 25 
near San Felipe Lake.  The import pipeline would be sized from 42 to 60-inches in diameter depending on 
required yield and planned operation.  Additional design details are summarized in Pajaro Valley Water 
Management Agency Water Supply Project, Project Definition Report (CH2M Hill, 1997). 
 
General Water Quality and Potential Yield: 
 
CVP water meets the identified agricultural water quality objectives.  The presence of Phytophthora in 
CVP water is unknown at this time, and could be a factor of concern since it is suspected of being present 
in CVP supplies.  However, Phytophthora is present in numerous surface waters of California that are 
used for irrigation in Central California without detrimental effect on agricultural production.  CVP water 
quality fluctuates according to hydrologic conditions in northern California.  In the late 1980's and early 
1990's, California experienced several critical dry years.  During this period, constituent concentrations 
were higher than normal.  Recently, mineral concentrations in CVP water have been lower as California 
has experienced a series of wet years.  Despite these hydrologic cycles, CVP water is a relatively high 
quality irrigation supply for even sensitive crops such as strawberries.   The TDS of CVP water typically 
ranges between 190-420 mg/L with an expected average TDS of 300 mg/L. 
 
The design capacity available to PVWMA in the Santa Clara Conduit is 75 cfs (USBR, September 1993).  
The San Felipe system was designed for use by the Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD), San 
Benito County Water District (SBCWD), south Santa Cruz County, and north Monterey County, and has 
an overall design capacity of 330 cfs.  Currently, only SCVWD and SBCWD take delivery of CVP water 
through the San Felipe system. 
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Figure 4-10: Import Water Pipeline Alignment 
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The PVWMA has a CVP entitlement of 19,900 AFY reserved for it by USBR.  However, in 1992, Title 
34 - Central Valley Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) (Public Law 102-575) became law.  The CVPIA 
has several provisions that prohibit the USBR from entering into new water contracts until certain 
environmental goals are attained.  It is expected to be several years before the USBR fulfills these 
requirements.  This has delayed negotiations with PVWMA for a new CVP contract for the 19,900 AFY 
entitlement.  Although the CVPIA has prohibited the USBR from issuing new contracts, current law does 
permit assignments of existing CVP water contracts and transfers of water between CVP contractors. 
 
In November 1998, the PVWMA entered into an agreement for the assignment of 6,260 AFY of 
contracted CVP water from the Mercy Springs Water District in northern Fresno County.  The assignment 
is a joint agreement between the PVWMA, SCVWD, and Westlands Water District.  The joint agreement 
stipulates the basis for the PVWMA acquiring all or a portion of this water supply between 2008 and 
2017.  However, if the PVWMA does not develop facilities to acquire this water by 2017, SCVWD and 
Westlands would be the sole recipients of all water entitlements assigned under the agreement.   
 
In addition to these agreements, and as a result of the restrictions of CVPIA, the PVWMA is considering 
the purchase of other CVP water contract assignments and other possible water acquisitions to augment 
groundwater pumping in the Pajaro Basin. 
 
The Import Water Project would be designed to provide sufficient water supplies to balance the water 
supplies in the Pajaro Basin.  Annual yield is dependent on hydrologic conditions and the total CVP 
contract entitlement.  Implementation of the full CVPIA requirements will affect long-term average 
annual water deliveries.  As discussed in the CVPIA EIS, the long-term average water delivery for San 
Felipe Division contractors is estimated to be approximately 60% of the contracted amount.   
 
The cost of acquiring new CVP supplies is based on the recent Mercy Springs Water District CVP 
contract assignment.  The cost of the Mercy Springs contract assignment was $1,300/AF, expressed as a 
firm contract supply.  Therefore, the estimated cost to obtain 1,000 AFY of firm supply is estimated at 
$1.3 million.  Accordingly, to acquire a 1,000 AFY contract with a projected 60 percent supply reliability, 
the PVWMA should expect to pay $1.3 million for a nominal contract amount of 1,667 AFY (1,000 AFY/ 
60 percent). 
 

4.10.1 Draft BMP 2000 – 60-inch Import Water Project with 
Inland Distribution System and Supplemental Wells 

The Draft BMP 2000 considered construction of a 48, 54, or 60-inch diameter pipeline.  Under the Draft 
BMP 2000 recommended alternative, a 60-inch Import Pipeline was selected as the most cost effective 
project to facilitate delivery of the current maximum allotted flow rate of 75 cfs, while providing greater 
flexibility in meeting future conditions.  In addition, the import project includes water banking by storing 
supplies in the groundwater aquifer as a means to realize the full annual average yield of a CVP contract.  
It allows storage of excess water in wet years and withdrawal of the stored water during dry years.  In this 
way the full potential of a CVP entitlement would be realized.  Storage in groundwater aquifers is the 
most cost-efficient method of achieving storage in the Pajaro Valley.  The recommended BMP 2000 
Alternative included an Inland Distribution System (IDS) and supplemental wells to provide in-lieu 
recharge and dry weather supply, respectively.  In this case, the IDS acts as the storage mechanism 
allowing for in-lieu recharge (water banking) to fill the basin during wet years with pumping from on-site 
wells during dry years.  The IDS and supplemental wells project descriptions are described in the 
following paragraphs. 
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Inland Distribution System: 
 
The IDS serves a dual purpose of balancing the basin and providing a mechanism for groundwater 
banking.  Overdraft in the inland areas results in lowering of groundwater elevations, which contribute to 
unsustainable conditions.  The IDS will also facilitate in-lieu banking of excess water supplies during wet 
weather years.  By constructing the IDS, the PVWMA can take advantage of higher yields of CVP water 
during wet years, resulting in reduced groundwater pumping and additional in-basin storage.  The 
additional in-basin storage is critical in achieving basin balance, as stored groundwater would be the 
major supplemental supply during dry years. 
 
A preliminary analysis of the IDS was included in Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Water 
Supply Project, Project Definition Report (CH2M Hill, 1997). In this evaluation, an Inland Service Area 
and a Murphy Crossing service area were individually identified and analyzed. In addition, the projects 
were also combined and analyzed. The description of the IDS discussed below is assumed to incorporate 
both the Inland Service Area and Murphy Crossing Service area from the evaluation.   
 
The IDS would deliver water to a 7,900-acre service area roughly bound by State Highway 1 to the west, 
Murphy Crossing to the east, to the north by Salsipuedes Creek, Carlton Road, and Highway 129, and to 
the south by the Las Lomas area and Miguel Canyon Road.  Distribution system alignments were 
developed and consist of nearly 20 miles of 10-inch to 30-inch diameter pipelines shown in Figure 4-11.   
 

Figure 4-11: Inland Distribution System 

 
 
Assumptions for the system were developed including a delivery pressure of 60 psi and a peak day flow 
of 43.6 MGD (CH2M Hill, 1997).  Hydraulic modeling of the system was then completed assuming a 54-
inch and 60-inch import pipeline.  Model results indicated that no additional pumping is required for the 
IDS under the assumed system operations with a 54 or 60-inch diameter import pipeline.  However, based 
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on more recent information from growers, an 80-psi delivery pressure is preferred. Therefore, additional 
modeling may be required to verify pumping requirements if this project is recommended for 
implementation.  In addition, the final required IDS would be dependent on projects identified in 
conjunction with this project. 
 
Supplemental Well Component: 
 
Supplemental wells are necessary to supply water to the CDS during drought years to maintain the 
hydrostatic barrier, and allow the distribution system to meet peak demands during transient periods of 
demand fluctuation.  By constructing supplemental wells, the PVWMA would eliminate coastal pumping 
during all years, even during drought years when CVP supplies were not fully available.  PVIGSM results 
have demonstrated that this practice increases the basin sustainable yield.  The well field would be located 
to the east of Highway 1 and in the general vicinity of the proposed import pipeline alignment.  It would 
be located outside of the CDS area to limit seawater intrusion.  Water from the supplemental wells would 
be conveyed to the import pipeline for transport to the coastal distribution system during drought years, 
and to handle peak delivery flows as needed.   
 
The number of wells required to meet coastal demand is a function of the available water supply during 
drought years.  During severe dry years, CVP deliveries could drop to zero, however, this has never been 
the case.  Therefore, for evaluation purposes, the projected CVP delivery during severe dry years is 
estimated to be 10% of CVP entitlement.  Preliminary design criteria for the supplemental wells include a 
minimum well spacing of 2,000 ft and a maximum well design flow of 2,000 gpm.  Based on a design 
peak hour demand of 60,000 gpm for the CDS and assuming half of that flow would be supplied by the 
supplemental wells during a drought year; the project would require construction of 17 supplemental 
wells including two stand-by wells for reliability. 
  
Yield – Draft BMP 2000 Import Project with Inland Distribution System: 
 
The yield of the 60-inch Import project with IDS was developed specifically for the BMP 2000 
Recommended Alternative.  The Alternative remains a viable option and is discussed in Section 5.  The 
required average annual deliveries of CVP water are 10,300 AFY, and assumes a total CVP contract 
amount of 17,200 AFY with 60 percent reliability.  The yield of this project is very flexible and can be 
increased through procurement of additional import supplies.   
 
Implementation – Draft BMP 2000 Import Project with Inland Distribution System: 
 
Connection to the CVP system will require significant permitting and environmental evaluation.  The 
CVP is a federally owned project and is operated by the USBR.  Prior to implementation, the PVWMA 
will need to complete a federal (NEPA) EIS evaluating the environmental and social-economic impacts of 
the project.  This EIS has been initiated and is scheduled for completion in 2002.  
 
Comments and Issues on Draft BMP 2000 Import Water Project: 
 
The Import Water Project section of the Draft BMP 2000 received significant comments during the public 
review period for that document.  Based on comments received on the Draft BMP 2000, the PVWMA has 
investigated and evaluated additional options for reducing the need and scope of the import project and 
maximizing local water supply options.  The following two import projects were selected by the 
PVWMA for evaluation under this Revised BMP.    
 
1. A 54-inch Import Water Project with Aquifer Storage and Recovery 
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2. A 42-inch Import Water Project with Aquifer Storage and Recovery 
 
In addition to ASR as a storage mechanism, Out-of-Basin Banking represents an additional potential 
storage option for CVP or other imported water supplies.  If ASR is determined to be a non-feasible 
strategy, Out-of-Basin Banking may be used as an alternate.  Project descriptions and cost estimates for 
the two new alternatives are discussed below, followed by a description of Out-of-Basin Banking.   

4.10.2 54-inch Import Water Pipeline with Aquifer Storage and 
Recovery (ASR) 

Description: 
 
This project includes construction of a 54-inch import water pipeline along the alignment shown in Figure 
4-10.   Similar to the 60-inch diameter pipeline, the 54-inch pipeline would facilitate a maximum flow of 
approximately 75 cfs, equivalent to approximately 150 AF per day and the total allotment currently 
designated to the PVMWA.  As discussed in previous sections, to realize a long-term average annual 
yield of 60%, the wet year supplies would need to be stored.  Under this project ASR would be used to 
store and recover water from the groundwater basin. 
 
ASR consists of a series of injection and extraction wells used to inject and store water during wet 
weather years for later extraction during dry years.  The project would construct a network of injection 
and extraction wells located east of Highway 1, along the Import Pipeline alignment.  The exact location 
of the supplemental wells has yet to be determined.  Wells would be spaced approximately 2,000 feet 
apart and would have a maximum injection rate of 500 to 1,000 gpm, and a maximum extraction rate of 
2,000 gpm.  Based on a design peak hour demand of 60,000 gpm for the CDS and assuming half of that 
flow would be supplied by the injection and extraction (ASR) wells during a drought year; the project 
would require construction of 17 injection and extraction wells including two wells for reliability.  
Further, assuming a full 40 percent of the CVP contract amount of water would be available for storage 
through injection in any given year, the maximum injection rate would be approximately 660 gpm, 
assuming 15 wells in operation. 
 
Pipeline laterals would connect the Import Water Pipeline to the supplemental wells.  In addition, each 
supplemental well would be equipped with a filtration treatment process in accordance with DHS and 
CCRWQCB requirements for injection of surface waters.  Prior to injection, CVP water would be filtered 
for compliance with DHS and CCRWQCB requirements.  Upon extraction, water from the wells would 
be delivered to the CDS without additional treatment. 
 
According to hydraulic modeling results, the 54-inch pipe would result in sufficient headlosses requiring 
at least one additional pump station to be constructed for the CDS on Sunset Beach Road (CH2M Hill, 
February 1997).  Hydraulic modeling was completed assuming a delivery pressure of 60 psi.  However, 
based on grower input, the preferred delivery pressure in the CDS is 80 psi.  Therefore, additional pump 
stations may be required to provide delivery pressure of 80 psi.      
 
Yield – 54-inch Import Project with ASR: 
 
The yield of the 54-inch Import Project with ASR was developed for specific inclusion into the Modified 
BMP 2000 alternative discussed in Section 5.  The required annual average yield of the project is 11,900 
AFY assuming total required supplemental water supplies of 17,000 AFY for the Modified BMP 2000 
Alternative.  The yield of this project is very flexible and can be increased through procurement of 
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additional CVP supplies.  Assuming a 60% CVP annual average yield, the total required CVP contract for 
this project is 19,800 AFY.   
 
Implementation – 54-inch Import Project with ASR: 
 
Implementation of the Import Pipeline with ASR will require significant permitting tasks and 
environmental evaluation, similar to that identified in Section 4.10.1 for the 60-inch pipeline.  In addition, 
the PVWMA will need to procure water contracts for delivery of CVP water.   
 
ASR of CVP water will require permitting from the CCRWQCB, which manages and regulates water 
resources and storage of water in the groundwater basin.   

4.10.3 42-inch Import Water Pipeline with Aquifer Storage and 
Recovery 

Description: 
 
This project includes construction of a 42-inch Import Water Pipeline along the alignment shown in 
Figure 4-10.  Like the 54-inch Project, ASR would provide storage and recovery in order to realize the 
full potential yield of the Import Pipeline Project.  The 42-inch diameter pipeline is assumed to be the 
smallest reasonable Import Pipeline Project.  Although the allotted flow to Pajaro is 75 cfs, to equal head 
losses associated with the 54-inch Project, the small pipeline would only deliver imported water at a 
maximum flow rate of 40 cfs (approximately 80 AF per day). 
 
Like the 54-inch Project, ASR would consist of injection and extraction wells located along the Import 
Pipeline east of Highway 1.  Similarly, the exact location of the supplemental wells has yet to be 
determined.  Wells would be spaced approximately 2,000 ft apart along the pipeline and would have an 
assumed injection rate of 1,000 gpm.  Extraction rates are assumed to be approximately 2,000 gpm.  
Based on a design peak hour demand of 60,000 gpm for the CDS and assuming half of that flow would be 
supplied by the injection and extraction (ASR) wells during a drought year, the project would require 
construction of 17 injection and extraction wells including two standby wells for reliability.  Further, 
assuming a full 40 percent of the CVP contract amount of water would be available for storage through 
injection in any given year, the maximum injection rate for this alternative would be approximately 385 
gpm, assuming 15 wells in operation. 
 
 
Pipeline laterals would connect the Import Water Pipeline to the supplemental wells.  In addition, each 
supplemental well would be equipped with a filtration treatment process in accordance with DHS and 
CCRWQCB requirements for injection of surface waters.  Prior to injection, CVP water would be filtered 
for compliance with DHS and CCRWQCB requirements.  Upon extraction, water from the wells would 
be delivered to the CDS without additional treatment. 
 
A pump station along Sunset Beach Road would be required for an 80-psi delivery pressure.  A more 
detailed analysis would be required prior to implementing this alternative. 
 
Yield – 42-inch Import Project with ASR: 
 
The yield of the 42-inch Import Project with ASR was developed for specific inclusion in to the Modified 
Local Alternative discussed in Section 5.  The required annual average yield of the project is 6,900 AFY 
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assuming total required supplemental water supplies of 17,000 AFY for the Modified Local Alternative.  
The required CVP contract assuming a reliability of 60% is 11,500 AF. 
 
The yield of this project could be increased through procurement of an additional CVP contract to meet 
future increases in water demand.   
 
Implementation – 42-inch Import Project with ASR 
 
Implementation of the 42-inch Import Pipeline with ASR would be identical to the 54-inch project except 
less CVP supplies would be needed.   
 
Cost: 
 
Pipeline sizes of 42, 54, and 60-inch were identified as potential Import Pipelines for this Revised BMP.  
The 54 and 60-inch pipelines are designed to convey a 75 cfs, the flow capacity available to the PVWMA 
in the Santa Clara Conduit, to the CDS.  The 42-inch pipeline would convey a 40 cfs flow capacity to the 
CDS.  Estimated construction costs for the various Import Pipelines are shown in Table 4-12.  The table 
also summarizes the cost of the IDS and supplemental wells for the 60-inch project and the ASR facilities 
for the 42 and 54-inch projects.   
 
In addition, varying levels of pumping within the coastal distribution system will be required depending 
on the pipeline size used.  The costs for pumping within the CDS as a result of the sizing of the import 
pipeline are included in the cost estimates shown in Table 4-12.   
 
The overall estimated cost of the 42-inch Import Pipeline with ASR is $73.9 million with an annual O&M 
of $1.6 million.  The overall cost of the 54-inch Import Pipeline with ASR is $94.9 million with an annual 
O&M of $2.2 million.  The overall estimated capital cost for the 60-inch Import Pipeline with IDS and 
Supplemental Wells is $117.4 million with an annual O&M of $2.2 million.   
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Table 4-12:  Import Water Projects with Associated Storage Cost Estimate 

Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) Project Elements 

42-inch 54-inch 60-inch 
Watsonville Turnout Structure $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 
Import Pipeline $24.9 $32.0 $35.6 
Crossings $6.3 $7.9 $9.0 
Appurtenances $3.1 $4.0 $4.5 
Inland Distribution System - - $12.2 
Supplemental Wells - - $7.3 
ASR-Injection/Extraction Wells $5.6 $5.6 - 
Monitoring Wells $0.3 $0.3 - 
Pump Stations required for CDS $0.5 $0.5 - 

Subtotal $40.8 $50.3 $68.5 
Construction Contingency $8.2 $10.1 $13.7 
Land Purchase $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 
Right of Way Easements $0.7 $0.7 $1.0 

Total Construction Cost $50.2 $61.7 $83.7 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $8.8 $10.8 $14.7 
CVP Water Entitlements $9.0 $15.5 $13.4 
Additional Water Treatment (Filtration for ASR) 
(including contingency for construction and engr, 
legal, admin, permits) 

$2.4 $2.4 - 

Subtotal $70.4 $90.3 $111.8 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $3.5 $4.5 $5.6 

Overall Total $73.9 $94.9 $117.4 
Annualized Construction Costs $5.4 $6.9 $8.5 
Annual O & M Costs $1.6 $2.2 $2.2 
Additional O & M (Filtration for ASR) $0.1 $0.1 - 

Total Annualized Cost $7.1 $9.2 $10.7 
Annual Average Yield 6,900 11,900 10,300 

Unit Costs ($/AF) $1,023 $770 $1037 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. Cost of the Import project is based on: CH2M Hill, 1997. 
3. Annual average yield is assumed to equal only 60% of the contracted amount. 
4. Costs Estimate includes cost of CVP entitlement. 
5. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.   
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4.10.4 Out-of-Basin Banking Option 

Description: 
 
An Out-of-Basin Water Banking program would allow the PVWMA to partner with another CVP 
contractor to exchange excess CVP import supplies from the PVWMA to another CVP contractor during 
wet or normal years.  During dry years, the CVP contractor would transfer CVP water back to the 
PVWMA.  For the PVWMA, Out-of-Basin banking increases the reliability of the CVP supply, and 
minimizes the need for additional storage facilities and the size of delivery pipelines. 
 
Provisions of a water banking agreement typically require that the contractor acting as the water bank 
keeps a portion of this water, which is estimated to be approximately 10% of the total banked water 
supply.  This 10% accounts for seepage, evaporation and unaccounted losses.  In addition, the PVWMA 
would probably pay this contractor a nominal fee to provide this service.  The water banking concept is 
being used successfully by other California water management agencies. 
 
This option provides the PVWMA with either an alternative to an IDS or ASR if those storage elements 
were determined to be too costly, or a means to expand operational flexibility and increased reliability of 
supply in conjunction with an IDS or ASR element. 
 
Implementation: 
 
Out-of-Basin Banking is contingent on developing and negotiating an agreement with one or several CVP 
contractors/agencies to banking surplus water.  There are potentially reduced local environmental impacts 
associated with not constructing additional capital facilities.   
 
Cost: 
 
The expected cost for Out-of-Basin Banking includes administrative and legal fees plus a minimal cost 
for banking water.   
 
San Benito Water District currently has an agreement where they pay their banking partner approximately 
$20/AF for banking water in their service area.  It is anticipated that the PVWMA will be able to enter 
into agreements with other contractors to bank water at similar costs ($20–25/AF) and conditions.  An 
additional $50,000/yr in costs for managing and maintaining the contract, and legal fees, is also assumed. 
 
Prior to implementation of a banking agreement, a CVP contract and connecting pipeline to the CVP 
system are required.  It is assumed that additional CVP supplies would be purchased and banked as 
needed, depending on the strategy selected. 
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4.11 Bolsa De San Cayetano with Pajaro River Diversion 

Description: 
 
The Bolsa De San Cayetano (Bolsa) Dam would be located in Monterey County on the south side of the 
Pajaro River and adjacent to Trafton Road, as shown in Figure 4-12.  The Bolsa project would provide 
surface storage of 5,000 AF for Pajaro River diversions in addition to capture of limited runoff from a 
723-acre drainage area.  The reservoir is surrounded by 100 to 150 ft high terrace upland that has been 
eroded to form a canyon.  The earth fill dam would be located across the mouth of the canyon, which 
forms the reservoir (King, January 2000). 
 

Figure 4-12: Bolsa De San Cayetano with Pajaro River Diversion Project 

 
 
Under the conceptual design, a 70 ft high earth dam with a crest length of 1,500 ft would be constructed 
to an elevation of 80 ft.  A saddle dam on the north ridge would be approximately 700 ft long.  The earth 
dams would be constructed from approximately 871,000 CY of reservoir borrow material and 
approximately 204,000 CY of filter, drain, and riprap material from the Aromas Quarry.  The Pajaro 
River diversion facilities would consist of an infiltration gallery, filtration facilities, and pumping station 
located approximately 0.5 miles upstream of the confluence of Salsipuedes Creek and the Pajaro River.  
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In addition, a 6-mile conveyance pipeline from the diversion to the Bolsa reservoir would be required 
(King, January 2000). 
 
Additional project details can be located in the Evaluation of College Lake and Bolsa De San Cayetano 
Projects (King, January 2000). 
 
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
As previously discussed in Section 4.6, TDS and Phytophthora are the major water quality concerns for 
water diverted from the Pajaro River.  For additional information see Section 4.6. 
 
The annual yield of the Bolsa project and Pajaro River Diversion is 5,000 AFY.   
 
Implementation: 
 
In addition to water quality concerns, the Bolsa project must address seismic hazards.  The project is 
located nine miles to the west of the San Andreas Fault in an area that is partly ancient sand dunes, and is 
under the influence of the Sargent, Zayante-Vergeles, San Gregorio, and Monterey Bay faults.  The area 
is vulnerable to a large magnitude earthquake that could result in liquefaction of saturated sand layers that 
exist within the basin fill deposits.  The seismic stability of constructing a dam must be evaluated and 
incorporated into the final design.  Mitigation costs for potentially required seismic upgrades and 
Phytophthora removal were not included in this analysis.   
 
Implementation of the project will require significant permitting tasks and environmental coordination.  A 
water rights permit from the SWRCB is required prior to diversion of water from the Pajaro River.  In 
addition, coordination efforts with the DFG and NMFS are necessary to evaluate impacts on habitat and 
endangered species.  In addition, coordination efforts with the Division of Safety of Dams are necessary 
to secure permits for dam construction.  
 
Cost: 
 
Table 4-13 summarizes the estimated cost for the Bolsa and Pajaro River Diversion Project.  The 
estimated capital cost of the project is $87.8 million, which includes land purchase of approximately 170 
acres.  The estimated annual O & M costs for the facilities are $0.8 million. 
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Table 4-13:  Bolsa De San Cayetano with Pajaro River Diversion Cost Estimate  

Project Elements Cost Estimate 
($ Millions) 

Bolsa Main Dam, Saddle Dam, Spillway, Outlet Works $24.5 
Road Relocation $0.4 
Pajaro River Diversion & Filter, & Filter Pumps $13.0 
Pump Station Diversion $8.1 
Transmission Pipeline $8.4 
Connecting Pipeline to CDS $0.6 

Subtotal $55.0 
Construction Contingency $11.0 
Land Purchase & Right of Way Easements $5.1 

Total Construction Cost $71.2 
Engineering, Legal, Admin, Permits $12.5 

Subtotal $83.7 
Environmental & Permitting Contingency $4.2 

Overall Total $87.8 
Annualized Construction Costs $6.4 
Annual O & M Costs $0.8 

Total Annualized Cost $7.2 
Annual Yield 5,000 

Unit Costs ($/AF) $1,433 
Notes: 
1. Annualized costs are based on a 30-year capital recovery period at 6% interest. 
2. Reference: Modified from King, January 2000. 
3. All cost estimates are rounded to two significant figures or nearest $100,000.   
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4.12 Seawater Desalination 

Description: 
 
Desalination is the process of converting seawater or other high TDS water into potable water.  A  
desalination plant that treats Monterey Bay seawater could be constructed to provide water for 
agricultural irrigation.  A seawater desalination project would theoretically provide a reliable supply of 
water for the Pajaro Valley, due to the abundantly available seawater and lack of seasonal or annual 
dependencies associated with the supply.  Currently, Reverse Osmosis (RO) treatment is the most cost 
effective and feasible treatment option for desalination.  
 
A desalination project would collect seawater via beach collectors1 at the coast and convey it to the 
treatment plant via a new pipeline.  The treatment plant would consist of membrane modules and high 
pressure feed pumps.  The membranes are materials that act like a sieve, allowing the passage of water 
molecules while retaining dissolved impurities.  To achieve this, feed water must be pressurized to 
approximately 1,000 pounds per square inch (psi) to drive the water molecules through the membrane.  
The high feed pressure results in very high energy costs. 
 
The treated, low salt water would be conveyed to the CDS for blending with other sources of water and 
eventual use by growers. 
 
Because seawater has a TDS concentration of approximately 35,000 mg/L, the membranes reject more 
than 50% of the feed water.  Therefore, if 10,000 AFY of desalinated seawater is needed, the treatment 
plant has to be sized for a capacity of 20,000 AFY.  This also results in the need for a dedicated pipeline 
and ocean outfall to dispose of 10,000 AFY of brine. 
 
A reverse osmosis plant could be located anywhere in the Pajaro Valley, but two potentially suitable 
locations are the WWTF and adjacent to the Moss Landing Energy Facility.  If an agreement could be 
reached with Duke Energy and the plant were located at Moss Landing, the existing cooling water intake 
and outfall facilities serving the Moss Landing Energy Facility could be utilized for a supply of seawater 
and for brine disposal.  Further, locating the plant at Moss Landing could result in energy costs that are 
approximately one-half the energy cost of facilities taking energy from the distribution grid. 
 
Water Quality and Yield: 
 
Water quality would meet or exceed all identified objectives for irrigation water.  A desalination plant 
could be sized according to water demands in the Pajaro Valley and would provide a highly reliable 
supply to the basin. 
 
Implementation: 
 
Implementation of a seawater desalination plant would involve siting of the treatment plant, the intake 
pipeline and the brine discharge pipeline/outfall.  The brine outfall would be the most difficult of these 
facilities to locate and permit, given that the discharge point would be to the Monterey Bay Marine 
Sanctuary.   
 

                                                      
1 The collectors would consist of a vertical reinforced concrete case with lateral screened pipes protruding toward 
the ocean.  A pump located within the concrete column would deliver water to desalination facilities. 
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Use of RO would also increase the energy dependence of the PVWMA and would make the supplemental 
water supply more vulnerable to increases in energy costs or energy shortages. 
 
Cost: 
 
The high feed pressures and the need to 'double size' the treatment capacity result in a treatment cost of 
approximately $1,200/AF, assuming electric power costs at $0.12/kilowatt-hour.  If power costs were 
lowered to $0.069/kilowatt-hour, the unit cost of treated water would drop to $1,005/AF (CPUC Plan B, 
2001).  This lower power cost might be available if the treatment plant were located near the Moss 
Landing Energy Facility. 
 
In addition to the treatment costs are the costs for land acquisition, the seawater intake, and brine water 
discharge and outfall lines.  Thus, the total unit cost of desalinized seawater would be even greater than 
the costs cited above.  The extremely high cost for desalination of seawater for agricultural uses, coupled 
with its dependency on large quantities of power and other implementation issues identified, prevents this 
type of project from being carried forward into any of the strategies presented in Section 5. 
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4.13 Summary 

The projects discussed in Section 4 would provide water of various qualities for irrigation use, including 
several high salinity supply projects.  Therefore, in order to meet the water quality objective of this 
Revised BMP (see Section 2.9), some projects require blending with higher quality water.  For instance, 
the recycled water project as currently defined would provide water with an expected TDS of up to 900 
mg/L, so blending would be required in order to meet the water quality objective of 500 mg/L TDS.   
 
Implementation of water supply projects will require permitting and coordination with jurisdictional 
agencies and stakeholders.  As previously discussed, some of the projects, including ASR of surface water 
or percolation of recycled water, may require additional treatment facilities as required by governing laws 
or regulators.  It should be noted that projects including injection of surface water and/or percolation of 
recycled water have an associated cost risk based on their current design.  
 
In general, the projects in this section can be used for developing combinations of water supply project to 
balance the basin and eliminate seawater intrusion.  However, some of the projects in this section are 
pertinent to specific alternatives presented in Section 5.  This was the case with the Import Pipeline 
Project, which has a variable potential yield, but the specific yield is pertinent to a given combination of 
water supply projects.  The import water projects are capable of supplying various levels of yield to the 
Pajaro Valley by purchasing additional CVP supplies as needed.  However, each Import Project is 
specifically designed to supply water necessary for their associated alternatives in Section 5.     
 
The water supply projects discussed in this section represent the most feasible set of project options 
identified for water supply to the PVWMA service area.  The projects can be combined to develop 
various BMP alternatives to provide supplemental irrigation water to prevent seawater intrusion in the 
Pajaro Valley groundwater basin.  However, it should be noted that many of the project elements are 
included in several of the projects.  For instance, the Harkins Slough diversion facility is included in the 
Harkins Slough Project with Harkins Slough Recharge Basin and is also included in the Expanded 
College Lake project.  Therefore, a combination including these two projects is not feasible.  Similar 
instances of overlap are issues for the College Lake facilities, Watsonville Slough diversion, North Dunes 
Recharge Basin, Harkins Slough Recharge Basin, Recycled Water facilities, and Import Water pipeline 
elements.  
 
An additional overlap concern is specifically identified for the Bolsa de San Cayetano with Pajaro River 
Diversion and the Murphy Crossing Project.  Both projects would divert from the Pajaro River and would 
likely not be constructed in conjunction. 
 
In Section 5, Basin Management Plan Alternatives are formulated to meet the Revised BMP objectives.  
The packaging of water supply projects into various strategies is identified and then evaluated.   




